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Creating learning adventures, 2011-2016



Extended Epistemology (Heron, 1999)



Noticing (Marshall, 2006)





Creative learning environments



2013: enquiry-based audit and review



Key enquiries: knowledge & know-how

- What is an SME? Adding value internally or externally?

- Media as a tool for evaluation and innovation;

- Why corporates engage with film and CSR;

- How to engage audiences across cultures;

- Using apps and big data to tell stories and grow business;

- Applying audience engagement to business stakeholders;

- Storytelling for inspiration and transformation;

- Governance of EU, tourism and educational projects;

- Understanding UK-European regional policy;

- Supporting collaboration, coproduction and consortia;

- Writing bids and auditing organisations.



Enquiry Conclusions
• 70 alumni (Eng & W), incl. most suppliers;

• Procedures can track engagement, recruitment, development and 
progression of personnel;

• Centralised recruitment unsustainable; late recruitment can disrupt;

• Technology tools disjointed; productions are reinventing processes and 
audiences;

• Low uptake of industry best-practice in environmental monitoring.

Key challenges: 

✓ Delegates struggle to generate, capture and apply reflective learning 

✓ Tension between process and product;



Storytelling (Campbell, 1968) & Action Learning cycles



A synthesised framework





Discovering embodied values & qualities



The story so far…
1999: Contented founded:

• Work across angel investors, creative business, social enterprise;

• New Media Age award: London’s no.3 networking event.

2005: creative enterprise education (London, WM & overseas:

• Supporting 11-19 leaders implementing culture change;

• International SME projects piloted creative approaches (UNIDO, trade 
consortia); evaluating legal support for media;

• Research enquiry: responsibility & business practice.
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The story so far…
2010-16: Led ONTENTE ™ with vocational HE & creative SMEs 

across six European countries.

• Research enquiry: How can creative industries add value to 
SMEs in an international context? 

• ‘Best practice’: 150 placements; 100% eligibility; 76% spend;

• Commercialised value-add to market visits;

• Developed digital story tools for business & professional 
development (inc. mobile app concept);

• Certified ‘learning’ systems to ISO9001

• Reframed mission: tell stories for a better world
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The story so far…
2016-17: Developing programme:

• Targeting: large STEM SMEs entering new markets (eg export & low carbon).

• Building support & Routes to Market: (eg Chambers, LEPs, DIT, KICs, KTPs, 
Catapults, Trade Associations; London mayor’s international business 
programme.

• Reaching outside EU.

• Strengthening research: BCU Institutes for Sustainable Futures, 
Health and Quality of Life; STEAM Lab; Action Research 
colloquium; ESADE Creapolis and other EU partner countries.
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From reflection to new enquiry…
Creating a fresh and ‘care-ful’ approach to professional & business growth?

Wellbeing: How can businesses apply learning from caring systems (eg mental health) to help them grow?

Sector Leadership: How do we engage across a siloed environment? One/multiple sectors? Is this about 
carbon? Where do businesses look if they want to lead their sector?

Research Project: How can we use our academic relationships to sustain financially activities that generate 
actionable evidence?

Monitoring & Evaluation: How can we develop content-based feedback loops to stakeholders who want a 
qualitative and/or quantitative approach?

Communications: What are our top services? How can we illustrate these most effectively? How can we use 
action learning to bind association, awareness and agency?
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What does working together mean?
Building a shared story.

Framing our offer



Sales start with 
conversations
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We help people to build and tell their story …



… by 
capturing and 

sharing 
insights …



…and processing helpful and actionable ideas



Writing the next chapter…
“In which, we facilitate knowledge exchange across HE/SMEs.”

Value-adding service for SMEs and supply networks:

- Increasing productivity through high-EQ 
workplaces;

- Leveraging investments in trade shows and 
missions by embedding staff & business 
development; 

- Positioning companies as thought-leaders in 
target markets;

- International visits as spaces for innovation & 
collaboration.

Underpinned by funded institutional and student 

learning:

- Creating high-EQ teams and working 

environments;

- Engaging cross-cultural conversationshigh EQ 

teams and engaging cross-cultural conversations;

- Identifying, rewriting and disseminating personal 

and company ‘life scripts’;

- Short and long-term work/study placements –

(un)paid, (un)accredited;

- How HEIs/SMEs establish presence abroad.
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Proposed next cycles of action/enquiry:

Run a series of engagement activities and international market visits:

- Simple web-based audio presentation;

- Webinar (via DIT) – promote 3-mth EQ masterclasses with international visit;

- Coaching clients in realistic objectives and gaining financial commitment to co-design personalised 
learning journeys;

- Practising skills around NEC and overseas missions;

- Prototyping High-EQ workplaces, developing personal, team and organisational stories (actual and 
desired);

- Invite architects and construction sector; add wider ‘smart city’ stakeholders;

- Run series of programmes (commercial ‘ontente’);

- Develop mobile app for evidencing and disseminating learning.
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The G.R.O.W. 
Coaching Model

G oals
R eality
O ptions
W ill

Peeping inside our toolbox:
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Building powerful 
relationships through 
conversations about:

Selflessness

Innovation

Courage

Judgement
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Four questions to
encourage dialogue

“Describe a peak experience or high point when you’re 
working – a time when you’ve felt most alive and 
engaged.”

“What do you most value about yourself, the nature of 
your work and your organisation? Don’t be modest!”

“What core factors give life to your 
organisation – without which it 

would cease to exist?”

“What would be your three wishes, 
to enhance its health and vitality?”
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How can we bring together our collective insights, 
experience and wisdom to help achieve our personal and 
company visions?

Mapping

• Growth objectives

• CPD objectives

• Internal/external audiences

Planning Collaboration

Output

• an action plan for you and your organisation.

• co-design a supported visit to a city that has purpose 
and value for you (objectives, where, when, support, 
dissemination)
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Reflections on Dublin so far…

• Telling it like it might become

• Engagement: join and interrupt language and realities of others

• Gratitude journals

• Generation as innovation?

• Dissemination that widens the circle

• Silencing my voice as insider

• Personal narratives

Discussion about actions?


